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The LG Watch Urbane is an all-metal luxury Android smartwatch
LG to unveil its Luxury Watch

New York, 16.02.2015, 09:26 Time

USPA NEWS - Seoul: LG Electronics (LG) will unveil its first all-metal luxury Android Wear device, LG Watch Urbane, at the
upcoming Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2015 in Barcelona.
The LG Watch Urbane follows closely in the footsteps of the LG Watch R, the first smartwatch with a full circular Plastic OLED.

which LG launched in October 2014. The smartwatch is more formal with a thinner profile making it perfect for either men or women.
Its stainless steel body is available in polished silver and gold finish and sports a natural leather strap which can be replaced with any
other 22mm wide band as per requirement.
The LG Watch Urbane features 1.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 400, runs on Android, has a display of 1.3-inch and includes a
410mAh battery.
The dust and water resistant smart device has a memory of 4GB, 512 MB of RAM and comes in Gold and Silver colours.
LG hasn't provided any specific availability details (or pricing).Those all-important release dates and pricing will likely come direct from
Barcelona.That's about it for details so far....

but the LG Watch Urbane will be at Mobile World Congress in a couple of weeks.
Specification are like below-
Chipset: 1.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragonâ„¢ 400
Operating System: Android Wearâ„¢
Display: 1.3-inch P-OLED Display (320 x 320, 245ppi)
Size: 45.5 x 52.2 x 10.9mm
Memory: 4GB eMMC / 512MB LPDDR2
Battery: 410mAh
Sensors: 9-Axis (Gyro / Accelerometer / Compass) / Barometer / PPG (Heart Rate Sensor)
Colors: Gold / Silver
Other: Dust and Water Resistant (IP67)
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